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Abstract 
A subgraph of a plane graph is light if each of its vertices has a small degree in the entire 
graph. Consider the class ~¢-(5) of plane triangulations of minimum degree 5. It is known 
that each G C,Y-(5) contains a light triangle. From a recent result of Jendrol' and Madaras 
the existence of light cycles C4 and C5 in each G C.~(5) follows. We prove here that each 
G E.Y-(5) contains also light cycles Q,,CT, C~ and C~ such that every vertex is of degree at 
most 11, 17,29 and 41, respectively. Moreover, we prove that no cycle C~ with k ~> 11 is light 
in the class #-(5). @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
AMS classi[ication: 05C10; 05C38; 52B10 
Keywords: Planar graph; Light subgraph; Cycles; Triangulation 
1. Introduction 
Throughout his paper, we consider connected graphs without loops or multiple 
edges. Let P,. and C,. denote the path and the cycle, respectively, on r vertices 
(r-path and r-cycle, respectively, in the sequel). Moreover, S,. stands for the star Kt. , ,  
r>~l. A vertex of degree m is called an m-ver tex  for short. For two graphs G and H, 
G ~ H denotes that G and H are isomorphic. 
Let -9~ be a family of graphs and let H be a connected graph which is isomorphic to 
a proper subgraph of at least one member of ~ ' .  Let ~o(H, J{)  be the smallest integer 
with the property that every graph G ~ ,h' which has a subgraph isomorphic to H also 
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contains a subgraph K such that K-~H and, for every vertex v E V(K), 
degG(v) ~< ~p(H, Jt ~) 
holds. If such a finite ~p(H, ~¢f) does not exist, we write q~(H, )if) = +c~. We shall say 
that the graph H is light in the family ~ if ~o(H, ~)< +co. In the sequel, we write 
q~(H) instead of q~(H, ~)  if ovt ~ is clear from the context. 
Let fgc(3) be the family of all e-connected plane graphs with minimum vertex degree 
at least 3. For e = 3 we abbreviate ff3(6) to if(6). Let ~-(6)C_ if(f) be the family of 
all plane triangulations with minimum vertex degree at least 6. 
It is well known that each graph G E c~1(3) contains a vertex of degree at most 5. 
Lebesgue [17] proved that every graph G E f#(3) has a light edge. Kotzig's theorem [15] 
(see also [11]) states that every graph G E f#(3) contains an edge (u, v) with degc(u)+ 
deg6(v)~<13. Furthermore, from a classical result of Lebesgue [17] it follows that 
a 3-cycle C3 is light in the family c~(5), with ¢p(C3)~<9. But it has been proved only 
recently by Fabrici and Jendrol' [8] that there exist connected light graphs of order r for 
every r >~ 4 in 3-connected planar graphs. On the other hand, Jendrol' [13] has observed 
that there is no light graph of order at least three in the family f#2(3). This, together 
with Borodin's extension of Kotzig's theorem [3] for the family c~1(3), shows that 
a connected graph H is light in ~2(3) if and only if HE{PI ,P2}.  In [8] it is proved 
that H is light in f¢(3) if and only if HE {Pk [k~> 1}, and that ~o(Pk)= 5k. Fabrici et al. 
[9] proved that the same holds for the family c~(4) but with ~o(Pk)=5k -7  for k>~8. 
The situation changes radically in the family c~(5). From the facts mentioned above, 
it follows that each path P~, r~> 1, is light also in cS(5), and that the 3-cycle C3 is light 
in f#(5). Recently, Jendrol' and Madaras [14] proved that the star St, r~>l, is light 
in c~(5) if and only if rE {1,2,3,4} (note that already Lebesgue [17] proved that for 
r~<4, Sr is light in J-(5)). However, the problem of characterizing all light graphs in 
if(5) remains open. 
In [14] it is also proved that the cycles Ca and C5 are light in the family ~-(5) and 
asked whether all other cycles are light in 9--(5). The complete answer to this question 
is the following. 
Theorem 1. An r-cycle Cr is light in the family ~--(5) of plane triangulations with 
minimum degree 5 if and only if r E {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}. Moreover, 
~p(C3) = 7, ¢p(C4)= 10, q~(Cs) = 10, 10< rp(C6) < 11, 
15~go(C7)~<17, 15~<go(Cs)~<29, 1 ~<~o(C9)~<41, 20~<go(C~o)~<415. 
Note. The r-cycle Cr with r~>3 is not light in the family ~-(4) and, hence, not 
light in the family ~-(3) either. To see this, it is enough to consider the graph of an 
s-sided bipyramid with s ~> r, i.e., two nonadjacent vertices joined to all vertices of Cs. 
The equality ~p(C3)=7 follows from [2]. The equalities ~o(C4)=~p(Cs)= 10 were 
proved first in [14]. The proof that C10 is light is complicated and extensive but it uses 
the same ideas as those presented below. It is described in the paper [18]. 
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The rest of  the paper is devoted to the proof of  Theorem 1 and it is organized as 
follows. In Section 2 we prove that C~ is not light in J (5 )  if r~>ll .  Sections 3-7 
contain the proofs that the r-cycles C,. for rE  {6,7,8,9} are light in .Y-(5). Section 8 
deals with the lower bounds on ~o(Cr) for 6~<r~< 10. In the concluding Section 9 wc 
discuss related open problems. 
2. Cycles C with r/> 11 
To show that no r-cycle C,. with r >~ 11 is light, it is enough to prove the following. 
Lemma 2. Let m,r be integers, m >~r >~ 11. Then there is a graph G E ,Y-(5)such that 
each r-cycle C,. in G contains a vertex v with degc;(v)>~4m. 
Proof. Let B be the plane graph of the m-sided bipyramid with m-vertices x and y, 
and 4-vertices vl, v2 . . . . .  Vm on the equatorial cycle of  B. Let D be the graph obtained 
by deleting an edge (t,z) from the icosahedron graph. All but one faces of D arc 
triangles, while one face [atbz] is a quadrangle. The required graph G is obtained by 
the following construction. For every i=  1,2 . . . . .  m, the edge (vi, vi+l) is deleted from 
B, and inside each newly created quadrangle [xv, yvi+l] a copy of D is drawn in such 
a way that the quadrangle gets identified with the face [atbz] of D by the mapping 
a---+ x, t ~ vi, b---+ y and z ~ vi+l. (Subscript addition is taken modulo m.) in the graph 
G obtained after these modifications, the vertices x and y become (4m)-vertices, the 
vertices vi, i = 1,. . . ,m, are 6-vertices, and all the other vertices are of degree 5. It is 
easy to see that each r-cycle C,-C G with r>~ 11 contains at least one of x and v. ] 
3. Discharging rules 
We prove Theorem 1 by contradiction. Suppose that Theorem 1 is not true. Then 
there exists a counterexample G (for each of the cases r - -6 ,  7, 8 and 9 it might be 
a different graph), in which every cycle C6(C7, C~,C9) contains a vertex of  degree 
greater than 11(17, 29, 41, respectively); such a vertex will be called big in the sequel. 
Denote by k0 the upper bound on the degrees of non-big vertices (for each case it is 
different). 
We will use the 'Discharging Method'. It is a consequence of Euler's theorem that 
(degc,(x) - 6 )= -12.  
xEV(G) 
Assign to each vertex x C V(G) the initial charge /~(x)=- degG(x ) -- 6. Thus, the total 
charge is equal to -12.  
The charges of  the vertices will be redistributed locally in such a way that the sum 
of the charges remains the same. Then, we will show that the new charge function 
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fi: V (G)~ Q satisfies fi(x)~>0 for all x ¢ V(G). This will contradict he fact that 
fi(x)-- ~ / z (x ) - - -12 .  
xCV(G) xEV(G) 
For the purpose of  the proof, we shall say that two vertices x, y E V(G) are diayo- 
nally adjacent throuyh the edge (u, v) if they belong to two adjacent riangular faces 
[xuv], [uvy]. Note that two vertices may be diagonally adjacent hrough two or more 
distinct edges, and may be both adjacent and diagonally adjacent hrough an edge. 
For a 5-vertex x, denote by ai, i = 1 . . . . .  5, the neighbours of  x in a cyclic order, and 
by  bi, i=  1 . . . . .  5, the vertices diagonally adjacent to x through the edges (ai, ai+l) 
(subscript addition is taken modulo 5, and in the sequel we omit the range of indices). 
We distinguish the following three possibilities for the neighbours of a 5-vertex x: 
(I) all bi are mutually distinct and none of them coincides with any aj; 
(II) some bi is identical to bi+2 and no bi coincides with any ai (without loss of 
generality, let b2 = b4); 
(III) some bi is identical to ai+3 (without loss of  generality, let bl = a4; note that in this 
case degc(a4)>~7). This is the only case where the neighbour is also a diagonal 
neighbour of  x. 
In the corresponding situations, we shall say that the neighbourhood of x is of  type 
(I), (II), and (III), respectively. 
I f  [xuv] is a face of  G, we say that vertex x is over the edge (u, v). 
The local redistribution of  the charge /~ is performed according to the following 
rules, some of which are parametrized with values to be defined later. As usual, 'send 
charge c from u to v' means to decrease /flu) by c and increase #(v) by c. 
Rule 1. Let x be a big vertex, and y a 5-vertex adjacent o x. Then x sends the charge 
~to  y. 
Rule 2. Let x be a big vertex, and y a 5-vertex diagonally adjacent o x through the 
edge (u, v). Then x sends the charge fl to y (through (u, v)). 
Rule 3. Let x be a big vertex, [xuy] a face of G, u a vertex of  degree greater than 5, 
and y a 5-vertex. Then x sends the additional charge 7 to y (through the vertex u). 
Rule 4. Let x be a big vertex, v a vertex diagonally adjacent o x through the edge 
(u, y), v of  degree greater than 5, and y a 5-vertex. Then x sends the additional charge 
6 to y (through the edge (u, y)  and vertex v). 
Rule 5. (Applied only in the case r = 9). Let x be a big vertex, let [xuv], [uvw], [vwy] 
be distinct faces of G, y a 5-vertex, and suppose that either w is a big vertex or both 
t (through w, v are of  degree greater than 5. Then x sends the additional charge 7 to y 
the edge (u, v) and vertex w). 
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Rule 6. Let x be a k-vertex with 6<~k<~ko. Then x sends the charge (k - 6)/'2k to 
each adjacent and to each diagonally adjacent 5-vertex. 
Rule 7. Let x be a k-vertex with 6~<k~<k0, let [xuy] be a face of G, u of degree 
greater than 5, and y a 5-vertex. Then x sends the additional charge (k - 6)/4k to v 
(through the vertex u). 
Rule  8. Let x be a k-vertex with 6<~k<~ko, let [xuy],[uvy] be faces of G, c of  degree 
greater than 5, and y a 5-vertex. Then x sends the additional charge (k - 6)/4k to v 
(through the edge (u, y)  and vertex v). 
We will show that in each of the cases r=6,7 ,8 ,9 ,  the modified charge ~ is 
a nonnegative function. To derive this contradiction, several cases will be considered. 
4. Case  r = 6 
1 and , ,=~={,  we show that ~(x)>~0 for all x¢= Using Rules 1-4 with :~ = fl = j  
V(G). 
Case I: x is a 5-vertex. Observe that x is adjacent o at least one big vertex. If x is 
1 adjacent o at least four big vertices, then, by Rule 1, ~(x) >~ - 1 + 4 × ~ = 0; if x is 
I ~>0.  adjacent o three big vertices, then, by Rules 1, 3, and 4, ~i(x) >~ - 1 +3 × ~+6 × 
Otherwise we consider the following subcases: 
Case l a: x is" adjacent to two big vertices. If one of the remaining neighbours of x 
1 I is of degree greater than 5, then, by Rules 1, 3, and 4, ~(x)~> I + 2 × j + 2 x ~ + 
2 × ~ = 0. In the opposite case all three remaining neighbours of x are 5-vertices. If 
one diagonal neighbour o fx  is big, then, by Rules 1-3 (or 4), ~(x)~> - 1 +2 × ¼ + t 4 + 
2 × ~ = 0. So, suppose that x has no big diagonal neighbour. Then the neighbourhood 
of x cannot be of  type (III). If it is of type (I), then one can easily find a light 
6-cycle (without loss of  generality, we may assume that a~ and a: (a3) are big: thcn 
[xa3b3a4b4as] ([xa4b3b4bsas]) is a light 6-cycle), a contradiction. If the neighbourhood 
is of type (II), then at least one of a3,a 4 is big (they cannot be both 5-vertices, 
since degc;(b3) ¢ 3). Up to symmetry, there are four possibilities for the pair of big 
neighbours of  x, each yielding a light 6-cycle: a~,a4 ([xasbsalbla~] is light), a4,a2 or 
a4,al ([xasbsb2b3a3] is light) and a4, a5 ([xalbsbla2a3] is light). 
Case lb: x is" adjacent to exactly one bi9 vertex. If  x receives charges from at 
least three big diagonal neighbours (not necessarily distinct, see the neighbourhoods 
of  type (II) with b2 big), then, by Rules I and 2 ~(x)~> - 1 +¼+3× ¼ 0. In the 
opposite case the neighbourhood of x cannot be of type (I) or (II) (a light 6-cycle 
is always found if x receives charges from fewer than three big diagonal neighbours), 
so it is enough to consider the case where the neighbourhood of x is of type (11I), 
and as,b2, b3 are big. Now al,a2 cannot both be 5-vertices (otherwise [xalbsbta3a~] 
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l 1 is a light 6-cycle), thus, by Rules 1-3 and 3 (or 4), ~(x)>~ - 1 + ~ + 2 x ¼ + g + 
1=0.  
8 
Case 2: x is a k-vertex with 6~<k~<ll. Since x neither sends nor receives any 
charge, ~(x) =/~(x) ~> 0. 
Case 3: x is a bi 9 vertex, with dego(x)=k.  Then ~t(x)>>.k- 6-  2kx  ¼~>0 for 
k>~12. 
5. Case r = 7 
1 1 Using Rules 1-4 with ~=f l=g and 7=6= g, we show that ~(x)>~0 for all xE  
V(G). 
Case I: x is a 5-vertex. If x is adjacent or diagonally adjacent o at least three big 
1 vertices, then, by Rules i and 2, fi(x)~> - I  +3 × ~ = 0. Similarly, if the neighbourhood 
of x is of type (II) with b2 big, or the neighbourhood of x is of type (III) with a4 
big, and if x is adjacent or diagonally adjacent o at least one further big vertex, then 
fi(x) >i - I  + 3 × ½ = 0. Otherwise, a light 7-cycle is easy to find except in the following 
subcases: 
Case la: x is adjacent to two bi9 vertices. Then, by Rules 1 and 3 (or 4), ~(x)>~ 
1 I=0"  -1+2x5+2× g 
Case lb: The neighbourhood o f  x is o f  type (II), b3 and al are big. Then both a2 
and a5 are of degrees greater than 5 (otherwise [xa3azblbza4as] or [xa4asbsb2aza3] is
a light 7-cycle), thus, by Rules 1-3, ~(x)~> - 1+2 x ½ +2 x ~ =0.  
Case lc: The neighbourhood o f  x is o f  type (Ill), a5 is big, and b2 or b 3 i8 big. 
Then al is of degree greater than 5 (otherwise [xa2albsa4b3a3] or [xa3bzazalbsa4] is 
a light 7-cycle), thus, by Rules 1-3, ~(x) ~> - 1 + 2 × ½ + 2 × ~ = 0. 
Case 2: x is a vertex o f  degree between 6 and 17. Since such a vertex neither sends 
nor receives any charge, ~(x) = dega(x) - 6 ~> 0. 
l >~0 for k>~18. Case 3: x is a big vertex, dega(x ) =k .  Then "fi(x)>~k - 6 - 2k × 
6. Case r = 8 
2 and 7 = 6 = ½, we show that fi(x) ~> 0 for all Using Rules 1-4, and 6 with a = fl = 
x ~ V(G). 
Case 1: x is a 5-vertex. If x is adjacent or diagonally adjacent o at least three big 
2 > 0. Similarly, if the neighbourhood vertices, then, by Rules 1 and 2, fi(x)>~ -1+3 × 3
of x is of type (II) with b2 big, or the neighbourhood of x is of type (III) with 
a4 big, and if x is adjacent or diagonally adjacent o at least one further big vertex, 
fi(x)>~ -1  +3 × ~ >0. Otherwise, a light 8-cycle is easy to find except in the following 
subcases: 
Case la: x is adjacent to two bi9 vertices. Then, by Rules 1 and 3 (or 4), fi(x)~> 
2 J>O. - l+2x3+2× ~ 
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Case Ib: The neighbourhood of x & of type (I), al & big, and b3 or b4 is big. 
Then a2 is of degree greater than 5 (otherwise [xa2blb2a3a4bma5] or [xa2blbea3b3a4asI 
1 is a light 8-cycle), thus, by Rules 1-3, ~(x) 7> - 1 + 2 x ~ + ~ = 0. 
Case lc: The neighbourhood of x is of type (II), al and b5 are big. Then a2 is; 
of  degree greater than 5 (otherwise [xa2blbzasaab3a3] is a light 8-cycle) and, as in 
Case lb, fi(x)~>0. 
Case ld: The neighbourhood of x is of type (II), al and b3 are big. At least onc 
of ae, a5 has degree greater than 5 (otherwise [xa3a2blbebsasa4] is a light 8-cycle). As 
in Case lb, fi(x)>~0. 
Case le: The neighbourhood ofx is of type (II), al is big, no diagonal neighbour 0)' 
x is big. Then both ae,a5 are of degree greater than 5 (otherwise [xa2blb2asa4b3a3] or
[xazb2bsasa4b3a3] is a light 8-cycle). Moreover, since b3 is not a 3-vertex, one of a~. a~ 
") I 1 has degree greater than 5. Thus, by Rules 1, 3, and 4, ~(x)>~ - 1 + ~ +2 × ~ + ~ 0 
Case lf: The neighbourhood of x is of type (II), a2 and b3 are big. Then al is of 
degree greater than 5 (otherwise [Xalblbsasa4bza3] is a light 8-cycle). As in Case lb.~ 
~(x)>~0. 
Case lg: The neighbourhood of x is of type (II), a2 and b5 are big. At least one of 
a3,a4 is of  degree greater than 5, thus, by Rules 1-3 (or 4), ~(x)~> -1+2 x ~ + ~ = 0 
Case lh: The neighbourhood of x is of type (II), a3 is big, bj or b5 is" big. Ther~ 
a4 is of degree greater than 5 (otherwise [xa2albsasb2b3a4] or [Xalbla2b2b3a4as] is a 
light 8-cycle). As in Case lb, ~(x)~>0. 
Case li: The neighbourhood of x is of type (iii), a2 or a5 is big, and one ~)" 
"~ l 0"  b2,b3,b4,b5 is big. Then, by Rules 1-3 (or 4), ~(x)~> - 1 +2 ×  + 
Case lj: The neighbourhood of x is of type (III), a4 is big. Then a5 is of degree 
greater than 5 (otherwise [xasb4bsala2b2a3] is a light 8-cycle), thus, by Rules 1 3 
2 1 ~(x)>~- l+2x~+3=0.  
Case lk: The neighbourhood of x is of type (III), a5 is big, no diagonal neighbour 
of x is big. Then al is of  degree greater than 5 (otherwise [xalbsaab3a3b2a~] is a 
light 8-cycle). I f  one of az, a3 has degree greater than 5, then, by Rules 1, 3, and 
2 1 1 =0.  In the opposite case [alb4a4] is not a face of G 4, fi(x)~> - 1 +g+2xg+ 
(otherwise [xa4b4ala2b2b3a3] is a light 8-cycle) and deg6(a4)>~10 (there is an edgc 
inside the cycle [b2b3a4] incident to a4). Then, by Rules 1, 3, and 6, 
2 1 10-6_0  . 
~(x )~>-  l+~+2x~+ 2x  1~ 
Case 2: x is a k-vertex with 6~<k~<29. In this case 
k -6  
~(x) >~ k - 6 - 2k x = 0. 
2k 
Case 3: x is a big vertex, with degc(x )=k.  Then ~(x)>~k - 6 - 2k x ~ >/0 for 
k>~30. 
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7. Case  r = 9 
3 Using Rules 1-8 with ~=f l= 7, Y= 3 ,  and 6= ~4, we show that ~(x)>~0 for all 
x E V(G). 
Case 1: x is a 5-vertex. I f  x is adjacent o two big vertices, then, by Rules 1 and 3 
(or 4), ~(x)~> - 1 + 2 x 3 + 2 × 1~ = 0; similarly, if x receives charges from at least 
three big neighbours or diagonal neighbours (not necessarily distinct), then, by Rules 
1 and 2, fi(x)/> - 1 + 3 x 3 > 0. Otherwise a light 9-cycle is easy to find, except in 
the following subcases: 
Case la: The neighbourhood of x is of type (I), al is big, b3 or b5 is big. 
At least one of a2,a5 has degree greater than 5 (otherwise [xa2b~b2a3aab4bsas] or 
3 3 [xa2 b l b2a3 b3 a4b4a5 ] is a light 9-cycle), thus, by Rules 1-3, ~(x) ~> - 1 + 2 × ~ + i~ > 0. 
Case lb: The neighbourhood of x is of type (I), al and b4 are big. I f  both az, a5 
~= 0; otherwise, by are 5-vertices, then, by Rules 1, 2, and 5, fi(x)i> - 1 + 2 x 3 + 
3 Rules 1-3, ~(x)~> - 1 + 2 x ~ + 3 >0.  
Case lc: The neighbourhood of x is of O'pe (I), al is big, no diagonal neighbour 
o fx  is biT. Then a2, a5 are of degrees greater than 5 (otherwise [xa2blb2a3b3a4b4as] 
or [xa2b2a3b3a4b4bsas] is a light 9-cycle). I f  at least one of them has degree greater 
than 6, then, by Rules 1, 3, 6, 7, and 8, 
3 3 7 -6  7 -6  
g(x)~>- l+~+2x]~+~+2x ~ =0. 
Otherwise, consider a2 with neighbours x, al ,bl ,y,  b2,a2. I f  y is distinct from any of 
b3,a4, b4,as,bs, then y is big (otherwise [xa2yb2a3b3a4b4as] is a light 9-cycle), thus, 
3 1 by Rules 1, 3, and 5, g(x)>~ - 1 + ~ +2 x 3 + ~ =0.  If  y=b3 (or b4 or b5), then bl 
and the vertices a2,a3,a4,as,b2,b3,b4,x form a light 9-cycle. I f  y=a4 (or as), then, 
by Rules 1, 3, 6, 7, and 8, 
3 3 7 -6  7 -6=0 . 
fi(x)~> - 1 + ~ +2 × ]~ + ~-  +2 x 2~ 
Case ld: The neighbourhood of x is of type (II), bl and b5 (or b3) are big, no 
neighbour of x is big. Observe that if b2 is of degree at least 7, then 
3 7 -6=0 ~(x)~>-1+2×~+2× 1~ 
by Rules 2 and 6, so we can assume degcs(b2)~<6. I f  [a2b2as] is a face of G, then a2 
or a5 is of degree at least 7; moreover, a3 or a4 is of degree greater than 5 (since b3 
cannot be a 3-vertex). Then, by Rules 2, 6 -8 ,  
3 7 -6  7 -6  
~(x)>~ - 1 +2× ~ + ~-  +2x  2~-  = 0. 
In the opposite case b2 is a 6-vertex, a2 or a5 is of degree greater than 5, a3 and a4 
are of degree greater than 5, and at least one of them is of degree greater than 6. Thus, 
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by Rules 2, 6-8, 
3 7 -6  7 6 
~/ (x )~>- l+2x~+~-+2x 28- -0 .  
Case le: The neighbourhood of x is oJtype (II), al is big, b3 or b5 is big. If some 
~>0.  of a2,a5 has degree greater than 5, then, by Rules 1 3, ~(x)>~ 1 + 2 × ~. + g4 
Otherwise b2 is of degree greater than 6 (there is an edge inside the cycle [b2a~b3a4] 
incident o b2), thus, by Rules 1, 2, and 6, 
3 7 -6_0  . 
}'i(x)>..- - 1 + 2 x ~ + 2 × 14 
Case If: The neighbourhood qf x is of type (I1), al is big, no diagonal neighbour 
o['x is big. Then a2 or a5 is of degree greater than 5 (otherwise [xa2blb2bsasa4b3a:,] 
is a light 9-cycle). If [a2bzas] is a face of G, then (similarly to Case ld) without loss 
of generality, we can suppose degc(a,)~>7 and degc(as)~>6. Hence, by Rules 1. 3, 4 
(observe that a3 or a4 is of degree greater than 5), 6-8, 
3 3 1 7 -6  7 -6>0 . 
li(x)J> - 1 + 7 +2 x ~ + ]4 + --14- +3 × 2~ 
Otherwise be is of degree at least 6. Suppose that a2 is a 6-vertex with neighbours 
bl,al,x, a3, b> y. Then y ¢ b5 (otherwise a light 9-cycle is found) and y is big. If be is 
of degree greater than 6, then, by Rules 1, 3-6, ~(x)/> - 1 + ~ 3 0. 
In the opposite case (as,y) is an edge of G and a5 is of degree greater than 5, thus, 
3 ~ I by Rules 1, 3-5, f i (x)~>- 1 +f+2x ~+~+ ~>0. 
Suppose that a2 has degree greater than 6. If b2 iS of degree greater than 6, then, 
by Rules 1, 3, 4, 6-8,  
3 3 1 1 7 -6  7 -6  7 -6  
~(x)~> 1+5+~+14+ 14+28-+~8-+2× 1~-- 0. 
Similarly, if a5 is of degree greater than 5, then, by Rules 1, 3, 4, 6, and 7 (or 8). 
3 3 1 7 -6  7 -6>0 . 
~(x)~> - 1 + 7 +2 x ]4  + ]4  + -14-  + 3 x 2~ 
In the opposite case b2 is a 6-vertex, a5 is a 5-vertex and [asbsb2],[bsb2a2] are faces 
of G. But since b2 is a 6-vertex, a3 and a4 have degrees greater than 5 and, moreover, 
a3 or a4 is of degree greater than 6. Then, by Rules 1, 3, 4, 6, and 7 (or 8), 
3 3 1 7 -6  7 -6  1 7 -6  
I / (x )> j - l+~+~+2x~+- l~- -+3× 2~- -+ 14+3x 2~ >0. 
Case Ig: The neighbourhood of x is qt c type (II), a2 is big, no diagonal neighbour 
of x is big. Then al is of degree greater than 5 (otherwise [xa4b3a3b2asbsb a ] is a 
light 9-cycle). If a3 is of degree greater than 5, then there exists a big vertex over 
the edge (a3,b2) which is different from a2 (otherwise a light 9-cycle is found) and 
3 I ~(x)~> - 1 + 7 + 2 × ~ + ~ =0 by Rules 1, 3, and 5. In the opposite case a is a 
5-vertex, a4 is of degree greater than 5 and [a3b3b2] is a face of G. If [b2a2as] is a 
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face, too, then a5 is of degree greater than 5. The vertex over (a4,b2) (different from 
as) has to be big (otherwise a light 9-cycle is found) and if a4,a5 or al is of degree 
at least 7, then, by Rules 1, 3-8,  
33 117~_6 ~_~ 
fi(x)~> - 1+ ~+] -~+2x ] -~+~ + +3x >0. 
1 1 )0 ,  Otherwise b2 is of degree at least 7 and ~(x) >~ - 1 + 3 + 3 + 2 x ~4 + 7 + 2 × T~ 
by Rules 1, 3-6.  
Suppose that [b2a2as] is not a face of G; then b2 is of degree at least 7. If b2 is 
a 7-vertex, then a4 is of degree greater than 6 and 
3 3 1  7_~ 76  
~(x)~> - l+~+]~+]~+2x +~+2x =0 
by Rules 1, 3, 4, 6, and 7 (or 8). Let b2 be of degree at least 8. I fal  or a4 is of degree 
greater than 6, then, as above, ~(x)>~0. Let a4 and al be 6-vertices, the neighbours of 
al be y, bl,a2,x, as, bs. Then y is big (otherwise a light 9-cycle is found) and 
3 3 1 1 8 -6  
~,(x) ~> - 1 + ff + ]-~ + ~ + ff +2 x -~6-- >0 
by Rules 1, 3-6.  
Case lh: The neighbourhood of x is of  type (II), a2 is big, one Of bl,b3,b5 is big. 
One of a3,a4 has degree greater than 5 (since b3 is not a 3-vertex). If a5 is of degree 
greater than 5, then, by Rules 1, 2, 4, and 4 (or 3), ~(x)~> - 1 +2 x 3 + V4 + V4 --0; 
hence, suppose that a5 is a 5-vertex. If a3 is of degree greater than 5, then, by Rules 
1-3, ~(x)~> - 1 + 2 x -37 + 3 >0. Otherwise b2 is of degree greater than 6 (there is an 
edge inside the cycle [b2b3a4] incident o b2), thus, by Rules 1, 2, 4, and 6, 
3 1 7 -6  
~(x)~> - 1 +2 x ff + ]~ +2 x ~>0.  
Case li: The neighbourhood of x is of  type (II), a3 is big, no diagonal neighbour of 
x is big. Then a4 is of degree greater than 5 (otherwise [xa4b3b2asbsalbla2] is a light 
9-cycle) and there is a big vertex over the edge (a4,b2). If a2,a5 are of degree greater 
3 1 > 0. Consider the than 5, then, by Rules 1, 3-5, ~(x )>/ -  1+ ~+2x3+~+ 
5-vertex a2, and suppose that a5 has degree greater than 5. If b2 is of degree greater 
than 6, then, by Rules 1, 3-6, 
3 3 1 
~(x)>1 - 1 + ff + ]-~ + ]-4 
Similarly, if a5 or a4 has degree 
3 3 1 
~(x)t> - 1 + ff + ]~ + ]~ 
1 7-6  
+7 +2× 14 --0. 
greater than 6, then, by Rules 1, 3-7 (or 8), 
1 7-6  7 -6  
+ +- iT  +2x-Tu=0. 
1 1 If a4 is a 6-vertex, then, by Rules 1, 3-5, ~(x)t> - 1 + 3 + 3 + V4 + V -+- ~ = 0. 
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Suppose that a5,a2 are 5-vertices; then b2 is of degree greater than 6. If b 2 is 
a 7-vertex, then al is of degree greater than 5. If a4 is of degree greater than 6, then, 
by Rules 1, 3, 4, 6-8, 
3 3 1 7 -6  7 -6  7 -6  
~(x)~>- l+~+~-~+]~+2× 1- -~+- -~+2x 2---~=0, 
if a4 is a 6-vertex, then, by Rules 1, 3-6, 
3 3 1 7 -6  1 
~(x)~>- 1+~+~+14+2x-~-+~=0.  
I f  b2 is of degree greater than 7, then, as above, we consider two possibilities for m. 
If a4 is of degree greater than 6, then, by Rules 1, 3, 6, and 7, 
3 3 8 -6  7 -6  7 -6  
~{x)>~- l+~+]~+2x-T~+~--+ 2~ =0, 
if a4 is a 6-vertex, then 
3 3 8 -6  l 
~(x)>~- l+f f+~+2× ~ +7>0,  
by Rules 1, 3, 5 and 6. 
Suppose that as is a 5-vertex and a2 is of degree greater than 5. If a4 is a 6-vertex, 
3 then, by Rules 1, 3, and 5, ~(x)>~ - 1 + 7 +2 x 3 + 4 =0; and otherwise 
3 3 7 -6  7 -6  -0 ,  
fi(x)~> - 1 + ~ +2 x ~-~ + ~-  + 2 × 28 
by Rules 1, 3, 6-8. 
Case lj: The neighbourhood of x is of type (II), a3 is big, one of bl,b3,b5 is big. 
3 If a4 is of degree greater than 5, then, by Rules 1-3, ~(x)~> - 1 +2 x ~ + 3 >0. If a2 
is of degree greater than 5, then, by the same reasoning, we obtain fi(x)>0. Suppose 
that a2 is a 5-vertex. Then b2 is of degree greater than 6 and, by Rules 1, 2, and 6, 
3 7 -6_0  . 
~(x )>~- l+2x  ~+2x 14 
Case lk: The neighbourhood of x is of type (III) and either two diagonal neighbours 
of x are big or one neighbour and one diagonal neighbour of x (different from a4) 
are big Then, by Rules 2 (or 1 and 2) and 6, 
3 7 -6=0 . 
~(x)>~- l+2x~+2x 1---4--- 
Case 11: The neighbourhood of x is of type (III), a4 is big. One of a3 and as has 
degree greater than 5 (otherwise [xa3b3b2a2albsb4as] is a light 9-cycle), thus, by Rules 
3 1-3, fi(x)/>-l+2xv+3>0. 
Case lm: The neighbourhood of x is of type (III), a3 is bi9, no diagonal neighbour 
of x is big If a2 is of degree greater than 5, then, by Rules 1, 3, and 6, 
3 3 7 -6_0"  
~(x)>~- l+~+2x~+Zx 14 
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If [a4b3b2] is a face of G, then [xa2b2b3a4b4asbsal] is a light 9-cycle, a contradiction; 
hence, there is an edge inside the cycle [a4b3a3b2] incident to a4, and a4 is of degree 
greater than 8. Then, by Rules 1, 3, 6, and 7, 
3 3 9 -6  9 -6  
P(x)>` - 1 + ~ + i~ +2x 1 -~-  + ~-  >0. 
Case In: The neighbourhood of  x is o f  type (III), a2 is big, no diagonal neighbour 
o fx  is big. Then a3 is of degree greater than 5 (otherwise [xa3b2b3aab4asbsal] is a 
light 9-cycle). If a3 is of degree greater than 6, then, by Rules 1, 3, 4, 6, and 7, 
3 3 1 7 -6  7 -6  7 -6  
~(x)~>- l+~+~+~+2× l~-+-~+2x 28 =0.  
In the opposite case a3 is a 6-vertex with neighbours x, a2, b2, yo b3, a4. Then y is big 
(otherwise [xa3b2yb3a4b4asal] is a light 9-cycle), thus, by Rules 1, 3-6, 
3 3 1 1 7 -6  
P (x )~>- l+7+i4+M+7+2× 14- -0 .  
Case 2: x is a k-vertex with 6~<k~41. In this case 
k -6  
~(x)>`k - 6 - 2k × - -  =0. 
2k 
3 for Case 3: x is a bi9 vertex, with deg(;(x)=k. Then ~(x)>~k - 6-  2k× 5>-0 
k~>42. 
8. Lower bounds on ~p(C,.) for 6~<r~<lO 
Let P be the graph of the Archimedean polytope (3, 10, 10) (it can be obtained from 
the dodecahedron by truncating its vertices), and let R be the graph shown in Fig. l. 
For r=6,  insert a new vertex into each 10-gonal face of P and join it to the 
boundary vertices of the face. In the graph so obtained, each 6-cycle contains a vertex 
of degree 10. 
For r = 7 and r = 8, subdivide each edge of each triangular face of P with a new 
vertex and join these vertices with edges inside the triangular faces. Into each 15-gonal 
face of the new graph, insert a new vertex and join it to the boundary vertices. In the 
graph obtained this way, each 7-cycle or 8-cycle contains a vertex of degree 15. 
For r = 9, truncate all vertices of R and replace each triangular face with the con- 
figuration shown in Fig. 2(a) (crosses in Fig. l(a) denote the positions where the 
four-vertex side of the configuration of Fig. 2(a) is placed). 
Into each 19-gonal and 20-gonal face insert a new vertex and join it to the boundary 
vertices of the face. In the graph so obtained, each 9-cycle contains a vertex of degree 
at least 19. 
For r = 10, truncate all vertices of R and replace each triangular face with the con- 
figuration given in Fig. 2(b) (crosses in Fig. l(b) denote the positions where the 






three-vertex side of the configuration of Fig. 2(b) is placed). Into each 20-gonal, 
2l-gonal and 22-gonal face insert a new vertex and join it to the boundary vertices 
of the face. In the graph so obtained, each 10-cycle contains a vertex of degree at 
least 20. 
9. Concluding remarks 
1. As we have mentioned in the introduction, the problem of characterizing all light 
graphs in the family ~(5), and even in the family ,~-(5), remains open. Using tricks 
similar to those in Section 2, we can prove the following assertion. (The standard 
notation A(H)  stands for the maximum degree of graph H.) 
Lemma 3. / f  A(H)~>6 or the number o f  vertices in a block o f  H is at least 11, the,~ 
H is not light in Y(5)  (and, hence, it is not light in ~(5) either). 
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Proof. For each graph H satisfying the conditions of the lemma and for each k0 > 
I V(H)[, we shall find a graph G E f~(5), G _D H, with property that each of its subgraphs 
H~H contains a vertex v E V(/t) with degG(V)>ko. 
The construction begins with any triangulation T(H) of the given graph H. Into each 
triangular face [xyz] insert three vertex-disjoint ko-paths [a0 = x, al . . . . .  ako], [b0 = y, bl, 
.... bko], [Co=Z, Cl ..... Cko] and edges (x, bi), (y, ci), (z, ai), (ako,Ci), (bko,ai), (Cko,bi), 
i = 1 . . . . .  k0. Denote by Go the graph so obtained. We have degao(V ) >k0 for v C V(H), 
degG0(bk0)= degGo(bko)= degc0(C~o)=k0 + 1 for ako,bko,Cko in each triangular face 
[xyz] of T(H). The other vertices are of degree 4. Each edge with endvertices of 
degree less than k0 is incident to two triangular faces, each containing a vertex of 
degree greater than/co. 
Now, take an edge (e, f )  with endvertices of degree less than ko, and denote by 
x, y the remaining vertices of the triangular faces incident o this edge. Delete (e, f )  
from Go and replace the quadrangle [xeyf] in the same way as in the proof of 
Lemma 2 (considering the graph D and the face [atbz], identify x with a, e with 
t, y with b, and f with z). Repeating this process for every (e,f)EE(Go) with 
endvertices of degree less than k0, we obtain a graph G. It is clear that G _~H. 
Consider a connected subgraph H0 of G of order IV(Ho)l<ko with degc(v)<k0 for 
each v E V(Ho). Then one can easily check that A(Ho)~< 5 and each block of Ho has 
at most 10 vertices, from which maX,cv(ff)dega(v)>ko follows for all H c_ G with 
/-7 n .  [] 
2. Open questions are, of course, the exact values of q~(H) for light graphs H in 
f~(5) and J-(5). In particular, it would be very interesting to determine ¢p(Pk, f#(5)) 
and ¢p(Pk, J-(5)). We believe that they are the same and at most -~k for k~>3. 
3. For any graph H and family ~,  one can also introduce the value w(H,~), 
the smallest integer with the property that every graph G E ~,  which has a subgraph 
isomorphic to H, contains also a subgraph K ~ H such that 
we(K)= ~ degc(v)<~w(H,g¢~). 
vE V(K) 
The sum wa(K) is called the weight of the graph K in the graph G (see e.g. [6,12, 15]). 
So we can define w(H,S/g)= supGc~, minK c_ G wG (K) to be the weight of H in 
the family ~'~, and say that the graph H is light in ~ if w(H, J f )<+oo.  Since 
w(H, ~)< +~ if and only if q)(H, ~¢~)< +cx~, the two definitions of light graph are 
equivalent. We prefer to use the first one because it simplifies things. 
4. The exact value of w(H, (9) is known only for a few small light graphs. The fact 
that w(P2, ~J(5))= 11 was established already by Wemicke [19] in connection with 
reductions of the four-color problem. Franklin [10] proved that w(P3,ff(5))= 17. Re- 
cently, Ando et al. [1] proved that w(P3, i f (3) )= 21. From a recent result of Borodin [5] 
we have w(P3,f#(4))= 17. Kotzig [15] proved w(P2,f¢(3))= 13 and w(P2, f¢(4)) = 11. 
Borodin [2] proved that w(C3,f¢(5))= 17 (this result has been strengthened in various 
directions, for a recent progress ee [4] or [6]). In [14] it is proved that w(Ki.3, f¢(5))= 
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23 and w(P4, Y(5) )= 23. Borodin and Woodall [7] recently showed that w(gl .4 ,  eft(5)) 
=30, w(Ca, J (5 ) )=25,  and w(Cs, J - (5))=30. 
In general, for light graphs H of order at least 6 we do not know any upper bound 
on w(H, J¢~,) better than I V(H)I • q~(H, ~) .  
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